RESOLUTION ADDRESSING COVID 19 VIRUS

Resolution 20-01

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY OF GOLUMIN, CHINIK ESKIMO COMMUNITY (CEC) AND GOLUMIN NATIVE CORPORATION (GNC) TO ADDRESS COVID 19 VIRUS NEEDS AND ASSESSMENT TO REDUCE THE SPREAD OF THE VIRUS.

At a special triparti meeting involving the City of Golovin, Chinik Eskimo Community, and Golovin Native Corporation discussed options to curtail access to travel, public dwellings such as the city offices, tribal offices, corporation offices to reduce the spread of the virus; and

WHEREAS, Covid-19 virus has been classified as a respiratory disease that is easily transmitted from person to person that causes serious illness that can possibly lead to death in a worst case scenario; and

WHEREAS, the places described above are recognized as providing daily functions of local commerce and vital services to residents of Golovin; and

WHEREAS, the employment to these areas are critical for the day to day operations of these departments; and

WHEREAS, the leadership of the community feel it is in the best interest to keep the above described dwellings limited entry to those employed and leaders that provide direction; and

WHEREAS, other public buildings of commerce such as the post office and utility office it will come with a recommendation to limit each visit to brief one person at a time due to limited space and the need to make specific transactions, some transactions can be made through phone payments. Additionally for the stores they will need to limit the number of customers to no more than 4 customers at a time, and each time must use hand sanitizer before shopping.

WHEREAS, in an event the virus becomes known to be positively effecting residents in Golovin the community is in need of a quarantine location that has access to heat, water, food preparation, bathrooms, and good ventilation. The Chinik Tribal Building has been designated, alternatively another possible location would be at the Church;

AND WHEREAS, all travel including instate travel from Anchorage or Fairbanks is now being recognized as high risk with new cases being reported daily and reaching into smaller communities. Precautions should also be taken on those that have recently travelled into Golovin from those areas that are known to have positive cases as much as a week from this date.

ALSO WHEREAS, anyone traveling into Golovin from areas of known cases will need to contact Mayor, Charlie Brown at 907 779-3211, (office) or 907 739-1099 (cell), or Tribal President Irene Navarro at 907 779-3251 (work), or 907 739-1067 (cell) to describe the intent and length of visit, and with whom you will be staying. This will put into effect a recommended 14 day self- quarantine on that house hold;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, by the City of Golovin, Chukchi Eskimo Community, and Golovin Native Corporation enact this resolution on this day until there has been a clear indication that safeguards of this resolution are no longer necessary.

Effective Date.

ENACTED THIS 21st DAY of March, 2020 by a vote of ___ in favor and ___ opposed.

Unanimous consent of the leaders ___

Mayor - Charlie Brown

City Clerk - Bernice Brown

President, CEC - Irene Savario

Secretary, CEC - Norma Lewis

President, GNC - Martin Aukongak

Secretary, GNC - Ruth Peterson